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Jump Start your Enterprise Software Evaluation and Selection Project With a Comparison of
Top ERP solutions at the 14th Vendor Shootout™ for ERP, June 21-22, 2012 Baltimore, MD
Geared toward ERP selection teams and decision makers for companies with a manufacturing and
distribution requirements, the Vendor Shootout™ for ERP is ideal for businesses who are budgeting
for or are currently evaluating ERP software.
BALTIMORE, MD - May 8, 2012 – Focused on offering a one-of-a-kind opportunity, the Vendor
Shootout™ for ERP is dedicated to helping manufacturing and distribution companies jump start their
Enterprise Software evaluation and selection projects, allowing the comparison of top ERP solutions in
just two days. Through scripted product demonstration, past attendees have benefitted from the
ability to appraise their existing software against many of the top industry players and also get up close
and personal with a large selection of the best solutions currently in the marketplace.
The 14th Vendor Shootout™ for ERP will be hosted in Baltimore, MD at the Sheraton Baltimore City
Center Hotel on June 21-22, 2012. The Enterprise Software vendor lineup includes abas ERP, EPICOR,
Infor ERP SyteLine, IQMS EnterpriseIQ, Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, Plex Online, Sage ERP X3 and
SAP Business ByDesign. With experts on site from the event’s moderator, Technology Evaluation
Centers, selection teams can get equipped with the knowledge required to manage their own selection
project, or receive personalized guidance to get them through vital project milestones.
The goal of the event is to simplify the Enterprise Software selection process, alleviating some of the
painful inefficiencies by coordinating on-site software presentations and delivering them in one
event. Through scripted and unscripted product demonstrations from several vendors, companies can
ultimately walk away with a short list of potential products. Each of the scripted, software
demonstrations will allow an "apples to apples" comparison of each of the products. Each vendor will
follow the same script guidelines to present similar functionality covering the basic requirements of
distribution and manufacturing companies.
Space is limited. For more information or to register for the 14th Vendor Shootout™ for ERP, visit
www.erpshootout.com or email info@erpshootout.com.

